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The workshop will be conducted around making with hands.
Through making one will be aware about themselves and their
immediate environment. In the process of awareness, one will
feel and experience the surroundings like an wonderer as if
we are looking it for the first time and also will analyses the
environment with a fresh analytical eye in order to identify a
very extraordinary natural experience, which is play. Like play of
sunlight on a glass of water, play of falling leaves, sound of fry
from mom's kitchen, Then the experiences will be translated
into materials as play object.
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OBJECTIVE
To make participant aware about their immediate environment.
To guide, how to generate new toy design ideas. Will also
discuss past experience in this area. To orient participants
towards this creative area and also encourage them to develop
ideas related to play and joyful learning
METHODOLOGY
some example of toy design will be discussed The participants
will develop new ideas. The work will be discussed and feed
back will be given. The participant will present and discuss
their ideas
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